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Abstract
The purpose of the NSF / ARPANET Expansion Design Study was to
model new National Science Foundation traffic on ARPANET. We then
used the results of the modeling to recommend an ARPANET expansion
strategy to accommodate the new user traffic. New model networks were
designed; they suggested node upgrades, additional nodes, and additional
links to carry the new t~affic. New resources added to ARPANET to accommodate new supercomputer traffic did not seem to carry any significant
amount of measured traffic, but the new traffic significantly increased utilizations on existing nodes and links. Without the new traffic, the highest
modeled node utilization is 67%. With the new traffic added, 13 nodes are
above 67% utilization.
We conclude that if actual supercomputer traffic approaches our modeled
level of traffic, the ARPANET may need additional resources. In particular,
nodes like DCEC modeled at 99% utilization, CSS at 91% utilization, and
Purdue at 90% utilization may need to be upgraded to C /300s to carry
mor.e traffic and avoid congestion problems. Additional bandwidth may also
be needed between high traffic pairs and along cross-cou!ltry paths, where
utilization is over 60%. Adequate results might be obtained by upgrading
existing links instead of installing new links.
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Purpose and Scope

The purpose of our project was to model new National Science Foundation
(NSF) supercomputer traffic on ARPANET. We then used the results of
the modeling to recommend an ARPANET expansion strategy that would
accommodate the additional user traffic.
The project is known as the "NSF expansion design" because the National Science Foundation is funding and administering a large portion of
the supercomputer resources. ARPANET is actually one of a number of
networks that are expected to carry supercomputer traffic. NSF has built
its own network, NSFnet, with nodes at each supercomputer center linked
together with 56kbps trunks.
NSFnet serves only gateways to regional networks like SURNET, MIDNET, NYSERNET ~ BARRNET, and SESQUINET. These networks are local
area networks or wide area networks made up of terrestrial as well as satellite links. Some users can access supercomputer centers through regional
networks linked to NSFnet.
However, other users are either unable to gain direct access to the regional
networks or they are using less desirable alternatives like dial-up or tenuous
gateway connections. To serve these users, 29 campus gateways will be
connected to ARPANET, as will all five N:SF supercomputer centers and
the supercomputer center at the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR). One objective of our project is to model the effects of this increase
in traffic.
Network designers at the Defense Communications Engineering Center
(DCEC) had already modeleQ. supercomputer traffic corresponding to six
supercomputer sites "and 19 of the 29 user sites. Design recqrnmendations
from this effort were incorporated into the new model. However, our project
created new traffic matrices and modeled the traffic for all supercomputer
sites and all user sites.
One key assumption concerning our modeling deserves mention here. Our
expansion design subsumes all previous design and performance recommendations, but it does not address previously-analyzed congestion problems on
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the ARPANET. Rather, our design is aimed at determining and accommodating the expected traffic flows among NSF hosts. To accomplish this, we
added a minimal amount of network resources to the design in order to get
some highly speculative traffic to fit onto the network. We did not add the
resources to solve any congestion problems.

2

Input Data

Input data for the modeling was gathered from several sources including
BBNCC, DCEC, NSF, and DCA. Most of the current ARPANETconfiguration data came from a BBNCC performance analysis study done in June
1986. This included a node file (Table 1), a subnet link file (Table 2), and a
site file (Table 3).
Results from the performance study included recommendations for node
upgrades, from C/30Es to C/300s, and additional cross-country trunking.
The node upgrades werefor 18127, WI8C94, RCCS, UCLAl, and SRIS1. The
trunks were COLUM89 to 18122, MIT77 to SRISl, and RCCS to WISC94.
At the time of the expansion design it was understood that the five node upgrades and one cross-country trunk, MIT77 to SRISl, were being considered
for implementation.
Changes to the operational network since the June ·1986 design were
obtained by comparing the October 7, 1986 topology file (Table 4) with the
above configuration data. For example, node SRI12 and node 3-SAC2 had
been dropped from the network as planned. Trunk changes included the
reinstatement of the PURDU37 to WI8C94 link and a S6kbps link between
CITS4 and USI21.
traffic matrix' for the ~peration~l network was derived
from the October 7, 1986 statistics collection process (Table S). This represented a peak hour total traffic flow of 272 packets per second with an
average message length of 827 data bits. Supercomputer traffic was added
to measured traffic in a later phase .

A node-to-node

. Results from DCEC's modeling efforts for the first group of supercomputer users were summarized in the December 4, 1986 "NSF Project Status"
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report distributed by DCA (Table 6). This included new nodes, new trunks,
and host access lines. DCEC further' provided a list of ten additional NSF
hosts and their locations (Table 7). Subsequent changes to these results were
tracked through the status reports. Finally, DCEC provided users' responses
to questionnaires about expected user traffic volume to the supercomputer
centers.
NSF provided information about supercomputer resource allocations, that
is, who had time allocated on which supercomputers. They also provided information about traffic volume in response to preliminary traffic findings. For
example, probably only 25% of traffic going to the San Diego Supercomputer
Center and the JVNC Supercomputer Center would traverse ARPANET.
NSF provided a list of possible "leaks," that is, alternate paths ,through
the Internet, from consortium networks to ARPANET (Appendix Table 8).
However, we assumed that supercomputer users on ARPANET would use
the new gateways to access supercomputer networks, so we did not consider
these leaks during modeling.
The new NSF hosts are actually external gateways to campus networks.
The gateway group at BBNCC provided information about the External
Gateway Protocol (EGP) and the locations of the three EGP servers. This
. was used to create a gateway-to-gateway traffic matrix.

3

Traffic Model Description

Building the" NSF / ARPANET traffic model required estimation of two types
of traffic: gateway pr.otocol traffic, and host-to-host data traffic. Gateway
traffic occurs between external gateways and gateway servers using the External Gateway Protocol (EGP). Host-to:.host traffic consists of X.25 traffic
between external gateways at user sites and external gateways at supercomputer sites. User traffic was routed to the external gateway serving the
destination supercomputer site.

I
I
I
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Gateway Protocol Traffic

Every 30 seconds each external gateway sends 32 bytes to two of the three
EGP servers and receives 32 bytes back from the same two servers. Every
two minutes each external gateway sends 32 bytes to each of its EGP servers
and receives 1000 bytes back from each. Every two minutes each EGP server
polls its gateways with 32 bytes and receives n bytes back where n depends
on the size of the system behind the external gateway. For this design, we
assumed n to be 300 bytes for gateways at supercomputer locations and 50
bytes for gateways at user locations.
Three EGP servers, on nodes BBN63, IS127, and PURDU37, serve ARPANET. Since it was not known which two EGP servers an external gateway
would communicate with at any given time~ the traffic for two EGP servers
was distributed evenly among all three servers (Table 9). Gateway traffic
modeled according to these assumptions amounted to a total of 7 messages
per second or 6634 bits per second.

3.2

Host-to-Host Data Traffic

Deriving the host-to-host traffic matrix (Table 10) was not as straightforward
a task as deriving the gateway traffic matrix. Several assumptions and rules
had to be used in order to derive host pairs and traffic volume. Part of
the problem was that users were migrating from Phase 1 supercomputer
allocations to Phase II supercomputer allocations. The host-to-host traffic
matrix was based on Phase II supercomputer allocations.
We assumed Phase I supercomp'uter sites were not on NSFnet, while all
Phase II supercomputers were on NSFnet. Each Phase II supercomputer site
would have unique applications.
Since migration paths could not be predicted, users who had only Phase
I resource allocations were' given resource allocations on all five Phase II
supercomputers (NCAR was not considered for Phase II allo.cations since its
resources were not controlled by NSF). For example, if a user had resource
allocations on two Phase I supercomputers and no Phase II supercomputers,
then that user would automatically be allocated resources on all five Phase
- 4 -
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II superc ompu ters.
Host pairs were easily derived from the allocation rules, i.e, one alloca
tion
consti tuted a host pair. One host pair, the University of Mary land
and the
Natio nal Cente r for Atmospheric Research, was added on advice from
NSF.
The University of Illinois had the highe st numb er of user allocations
with
148 allocations. eMU had 135 allocations and Cornell had 114 alloca
tions.
Both San Diego, with 53 allocations, and Prince ton, with 41 alloca
tions, had
been reduced by 75%. Otherwise San Diego and Prince ton would
have had
the highest allocations of 210 and 163 respectively.
Even thoug h Phase I users were allocated resources equally among
Phase
II super comp uter sites, the allocations from user sites to super comp
uter sites
were not evenly distrib uted. For example, of the 210 allocations for
11 user
sites to San Diego, 6 West Coast sites accou nted for 85 alloca tions.
This
mean t almost half of the traffic to San Diego would origin ate on
the West
Coast . JVNC also looked more regional with 36 allocations out
of a total
of 55 coming from two East Coast users, University of Penns ylvan
ia and
University of Roche ster. CMU appea red to service mostly midw estern
and
easter n users.
On the other hand, Cornell, with only 8 actua l Phase II alloca
tions,
looked like a more distrib uted site after Phase I allocations had
been applied. The University ·of Illinois was pretty much distri buted with
Phase II
allocations for 19 of the 29 user sites locate d throug hout the count
ry.
Less certai n than the host pairs was the expec ted volume of traffic
between host pairs. However, since the numb er of users was known
, and the
numb er of alloca tions had already been determ ined, then the volum
e of traffic per allocation was a relative numb er ~hich could be scaled up
or down.
All that was needed was a starting- point for,calculating traffic volum
e.
A peak day of 100 Megabytes per pair in each direction was select
ed
from the super comp uter user questionnaires received from DCEC .
The bulk
of user traffic was assumed to be in the form of file transf ers.
This was
reduced to 3.086 messages per second per user during the peak hour
.
. We assumed a message length of 500 bits per message. This was
lower
than the 815-bit average message length report ed in the June 1986
quarte rly
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report. However, we felt that the shorter message length would compensate
for the lack of small, interactive user-messages in our traffic model. Also,
a significant portion of current traffic includes TCP /IP header overhead,
whereas the new X.25 gateways may not use these protocols. The total
estimated traffic from a user site was based on the number of distinct users
at that site times n, where n was the number of messages per second per
user, or 3.086.
Traffic was distributed to supercomputer sites according to user allocations. The following equation determines the traffic to each supercomputer
site from each user site.

T site

=

Asite

.X· ( users X

n)

(3.1)

Aall-sites

where Taite is the traffic to a single supercomputer site, Asite is the number
of allocations to a single supercomputer site, Aall-sites is the number of allocations to all supercomputer sites, users is the number of users, and n is
the number of messages per second p.er user.
We assumed that traffic was symmetric, consisting of equal flows in opposite directions. User data offered to the network without overhead or gateway
traffic was 1,012 messages per second or 506kbps.
Again, this model was used oniy as a starting point. The resulting host-tohost traffic matrix was actually reduced by half for most of the design work.
This was done to bring the total traffic for the new hosts closer to what would
be expected from an equal number of "average" ARPANET hosts. It is also
important that the modeled traffic represent the simultaneous occurrence
of peak traffic flows from all users, an unlikely event during actual network
operation,
The highest host-pair traffic flow was .6etween OSU and CMU with 59
msgs/sec in each direction. The next two highest flows were between NWU
and Illinois at 28 msgs/sec and between University of Texas and University
of Illinois at 23 msgs/sec. After the University of Rochester to JVNC traffic
flow at 20 msgs/sec, there were several pairs with message rates in the teens,
then mostly single digits and less than one msg/sec.
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Design Process

Before proceeding with the expansion design, we updated the input configuration files to reflect the current baseline. The current baseline included
results from DCEC's design efforts, BBNCC's performance analysis recommendations, and other changes in the operational network. Details on baseline changes are listed in Section 2.
The baseline node file is in Table 11 and the baseline link file is in Table
12. New sites were created for new NSF hosts which were not located at
existing ARPANET sites (Appendix Table 13). Also a host file was" created
and included the NSF hosts as well as the three EGP servers (Table 14).
The actual design process made use of BBNCC's proprietary network design tool, DESIGNet. It ~as done in two steps called the "home-to-nodes"
phase and the "backbone" phase. The gateway-to-gateway traffic and the
host-to-host traffic were combined into one file and treated as host-to-host
traffic in the "home-to-nodes" phase. Traffic from the "home-to-nodes" phase
was then combined with the measured backbone traffic during the backbone
phase.
All new hosts were modeled as X.25 hosts. Also, an adjustment was made
to model the new End-to-End Protocol assuming a high degree of acknowledgment piggy-backing. PSN Release 7.0 should be available when the expansion design is implemented (about November 87).
Initial design work was done with the full traffic volume calculated above,
3.086 messages per second per user. This resulted in 2474 packets per second
offered to the network, including data, overhead, and gateway traffic. This
was about nine times the measured peak hour traffic of 272 packets per
second. .
The final design. work was done with half the initially determined hostto-host data traffic, as explained above, all the gateway traffic, and all the
measured current traffic. This resulted in 1493 packets per second offered
to the network, about 5.5 times the measured traffic. Besides the fact that
halving the initially predicted traffic brought it more in concert with recently measured traffic, it also made the design much more feasible given the
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economic constraints.
In the "home-to-nodes" phase, hosts were homed to colocated PSNs where
possible (which concurred with DCEC's homings). Remote hosts were homed
to nodes according to cost and capacity. The default for access service was
56kbps.
The first step was to make sure all the host-to-host Input/Output (I/O)
traffic would fit onto the netwdrk. This was accomplished by estimation
of node utilization based on known performance characteristics of BBNCC
Packet Switches.
After determining which nodes were over-utilized, a site loading report was
used to 'determine if any NSF host sites were likely candidates for new node
sites. If a node was added to an NSF host site, then local homings were
adjusted accordingly.
Once all the I/O traffic fit onto the network a~cess area, then the backbone
design was attempted. In this phase the current node-to-node traffic was
mixed with the modeled host-to-host traffic.
Initial trunking for new nodes was done by looking at high traffic pairs.
After the network was connected, traffic was routed using the flow deviation
algorithm. Additional trunking was used to get link utilizations under 100%.
The "traffic through trunks" tool was used to find node-pair candidates for
new trunks.
After link utilizations were sufficiently reduced, node utilizations needed
readjusting as a result of additional load due to store-and-forward traffic.
This required upgrades and some additional trunking to better distribute
store-and-forward traffic.
,

,

, After link and node utilizations were sufficiently low, new links were dropped
one at a time starting with the least utilized. Routing was run repeatedly
to make sure link and node utilizations remained within design constraints.
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are found in the end-to-end flow report (Table 17). More intersite trunking
would have been required if the two new nodes at Wisconsin were located at
the University of Illinois. Multi-link 56kbps trunks were used at sites with
colocated PSNs. One ordered trunk was changed from UMAR-OANSA2 to
UMAR-MTR2 for operational reasons.
. Existing intersite trunks were moved between colocated PSNs at two sites,
CMU and Wisconsin, in order to better distribute the store-and-forward
traffic and 110 traffic at these sites. The affected trunks are SAC2-WISC94,
PURDU37- CMUI4, and COLUM89-CMUI4, which become SAC2-WISCI8,
PURDU37-CMU21, and COLUM89- CMU21 respectively.
Only one cross-country link, University of Colorado to Princeton, had been
added to the network design to accommodate the new NSF traffic, and this
was a result of DCEC's design work. Consequently, utilizations for links on
cross- country paths increased significantly. Link utilizations for just the
measured traffic did not exceed 44% (Table 18). On the other hand, eleven
links had utilizations greater than or equal to 60% when the new traffic
was added (Table 19). Six of these links were on cross-country paths with
WISC94 to SAC80 reaching 82% utilization.
It also seemed that new nodes were not handling much of the measured
traffic. When flow deviation was run with just the measured traffic, all but
one of the new nodes, node ·21 at CMU with a utilization of 2%, dropped to
0% utilization (Table 20). All these nodes were above 50% utilization when
they were added to the network to handle 110 traffic and store-and-forward
traffic for supercomputer hosts (Table 21).

Consequently, resources added to ARPANET to accommodate new supercomputer traffic did not seem to carry any significant amount of measured
tra~c. On the other hand, the new traffi<; ~ignificantly increased utilizations
on existing nodes and links. Of course, the actual benefits of ~ew resources
will be determined only after design implementation
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Conclusions

The NSF expansion design focused mainly on fitting highly speculative traffic
onto ARPANET. This was done with the minimum resources which seemed
to be consistent with budgetary expectations. However, if the actual supercomputer traffic approaches the initially modeled traffic, additional resources
will be required.
In particular, nodes like DCEC modeled at 99% utilization, CSS at 91 % utilization, and Purdue at 90% utilization may have to be upgraded to C /3OOs
in order to carry the additional store-and-forward traffic as well as "the additional 110 traffic. Without the new traffic, the highest modeled node
utilization is 67%. With the new traffic added, 13 nodes are above 67% utili~ation. Even at the current traffic level, ther~ are congestion problems in
·the ARPANET.
Along with node upgrades there may also be a need for additional trunk
capacity. There is a potential need for additional links between high traffic
pairs like UCLAI and USCD26, UROCH15 and PRIN13, and OSU29 and
CMU14 where link utilizations are above 60%. Also, seven trunks located on
cross-country paths had predicted utilizations above 60%. However, instead
of creating new cross-country paths, adequate results might be obtained by
upgrading existing paths.
It will be important to track the actual traffic as users are connected to
the network. Traffic assumptions should be updated as new information is
collected about users. The model should be run again to determine if there
are problems with the implementation of the design or changes in traffic
assumptions.

7

Expansion Design Data Tables

All the tables referenced in this report appear on the following pages. The
titles of the tables are listed here.
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